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i still have my old ithaca model 49. it was bought new and given to me by my father for my 10th birthday. way back in 1968!!! the serial numbers start with; 307xxx maybe this will help folks establish some sort of dating system for these models. i know it is not worth much in money, but i will never give or sale this gun to anyone. it will be
passed on to my grown son..who i hope keeps it in the family. if you know the model of your remington firearm, you can visit the remington website's firearm history page to look it up. when you click on the model, you can learn a huge amount of information about your gun, including the introduction year, year discontinued, total production,

variations, and associated serial number blocks. hi walt, thanks for your comment. i am trying to determine the age of my muzzleloader. can you help with the serial number? it is 011727 but it says nothing about it being made in spain. it is an octagonal barrel with the following engraved on the barrel: ardesa spain 50 cal black powder only anc
next to that it has the numbers 011727. it is a single trigger percussion with brass accents. i took the wood stock off and found the number 32 on both barrel and stock. thanks for any help. update: thought i would post this photo to help others who are looking for info on their muzzleloaders. i recently picked up an ithaca model 49 single shot

that had no serial number. i have a good idea that this muzzleloader is a very early one, possibly an original that was made in spain. the double trigger and octagonal barrel with the spiral engraved barrel band are typical of an early ithaca. the single trigger is a bit strange, but there are more examples of this trigger in later production ithacas.
the number 32 on the barrel and the stock are also a good clue to its age. i also have a model 50 double shot that has the same markings. i will keep hunting! good luck to others who are looking for info on their muzzleloaders.
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the rt-pcr product of rna was used for the biosensor assay and results showed
that the assay was effective in the detection of low levels of map in spiked

fecal samples. rt-pcr product could be detected as early as 2 days after map
challenge in animals experimentally infected. in addition, the positive signals

remained for at least 6 days in spiked fecal samples with low levels of map. the
results suggest that the rt-pcr product was more sensitive than other tissue

culture methods for detection of low levels of map infection. in this study, we
were able to detect map in spiked fecal samples containing up to 6 cfu using

the biosensor assay. the results indicate the potential of the biosensor assay to
detect low levels of map and could be used as a field test for detection of jd.
the performance of the assay in our laboratory and in field conditions would

further be evaluated. in the present study, only tissues infected with map were
considered. the biosensor assay could detect fecal samples with a little

interference from map infected tissues. it is possible to design the assay using
primers which could detect fecal samples with map interference by adding an

additional layer to the biorecognition element. in the future, assay is also
planned to detect fecal samples without tissue or cell interference. sensitivity
of the assay was evaluated with the use of a mix of 104 cfu/ml of dna of map
is900, a pcr amplicon of the mycobacterial insertion sequence is900. three to

six pcr amplicons were used for the lateral flow biosensor assay. the
manufacturer's name, logo, and model designation are available through the
serial number for this revolver. the serial number can be used to identify the

exact make and model of the firearm, and is used for warranty purposes.
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